
VENDOR REQUIREMENTS  
 
Thank you for your interest in GOODONYA using or selling your products.  
We have incredibly strict standards. We know how hard it is to bring a product to market. We are not 
passing judgement, but please understand these standards come from our desire to provide truly 
healthy products to our customers who have a deep trust in us to do so.  
 
We are only looking for organic products with real food ingredients. It might not be required that you 
are certified, as we realize that many smaller brands and farms canʼt afford this.  
 
If you are Certified Biodynamic or are using Regenerative Farm Practices we are highly interested in 
talking.  
 
 
If your product is unique, local and exceptional, but without certification, we require proof by seeing 
invoices of the ingredients you buy that prove you are purchasing organic. If you are a farm following 
organic practices and not certified we need to have a deeper conversation.  
 
A few other things:  

• We are 100% Non-GMO with absolutely zero exceptions.  
• We accept nothing with any form of soy or canola, even organic versions.  
• We accept nothing in any form of vegetable/inflammatory oils.  
• If you have any organic ingredient that is also grown as a GMO crop, e.g., “organic corn”, and 

your product isnʼt certified, then we will not accept it.  
• Animal products must be from farms that feed the animals their natural diet. If they are fed 

any grain, and you arenʼt certified, we canʼt accept it. The potential for GMO grain is too high. 
All animal welfare standards have to be followed.  

• We do not carry any drinks in single use plastic.  
• We will not accept any form of lab processed meat, even if itʼs soy free.  
 

 
 
The National Organic Program Standards (NOP) are far from perfect. So, itʼs also possible you have a 
certified organic product that we will not accept. Things like “organic flavors” or certified products 
with “natural flavors” or regular salt vs true sea or pink salt.  
 
 
If you meet these standards email a full ingredient list and any distributor information to 
hi@goodonyaorganic.com 
 
All emails will be reviewed, and you will hear back if we are interested in samples. We know itʼs 
expensive and time consuming to drop off samples, so our aim here is to save you time and money.  
 
Thanks for your interest in GOODONYA😊 


